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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the theories, 

techniaues and computer codes that are frequently used in numerical 

reactor criticality and buraup calculations*' It is a part of an in

tegrated nuclear reactor ealeulation scheme conducted "by the Reactors 

Department, Iashas Uuelear Research Centre*The crude part in numeri

cal reactor criticality and burnup calculations includes the determ.-

ination of neutron flux distribution whioh can he obtained in princ

iple as a solution of Boltzmann transport eqation. numerical methods 

used for solving transport equations are discussed. Emphasis are . 

made on numerical techniques based on multigroup diffusion theory* 

These numerical techniques include nodal, modal, and finite differe

nce ones. The most commonly known kpmpu&ex icad.es- sstid&SAsg. 

these techniques are reviewed. J Some of the main computer codes th'-it 

have been already developed at the Reactors Department and related 

to numerical reactor criticality and burnup calculations have been 

presented. 

http://icad.es-


1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC BACKGROUND 

Reactor criticality and buraup calculations form an extremely 

important part in nuclear reactor analysis work* She koy parameters 

in these calculations are the neutron flux and power distributions, In 

principle, the neutron flux can be obtained aa the solution of Boltzra-

ann transport equation. However, it is impossible to solve neutron tr

ansport equation exactly for general energy dependent reactor prob-

.' lerns* This is mainly due to the complications of the representation 

of the form of cross sections dependence on neutron energy^ . 

Soj generally; approximate methods are used for solving the energy 

dependent neutron transport equation, most commonly: Monte Carlo and 

Multigroup methods. 

It can be referred to Rbneck^2' for solution of the integral trar 

ansport equation using numerical or approximate kernels, 

Eonte Carlo method^-3'*' has proved to be useful in some areas of 

reactor physics and cases of complex geometries* Results obtained by 

this method can serve as standards for the assessment of the results of 

other approximate methods. 

Monte Carlo method is in principle a numerical procedure that is 

based on probability or statistical theory*. In .the application of this 

method, for neutron transport calculations, neutron macroscopic cross 

sections are defined as the probability of interactions per unit dist

ance travailed by a neutron.and so .a Bet of neutron histories is 

generated by following neutron successive collisions* The locations of 

actual collisions and the results of such collisions (direction and 

emerging neutron energy) are determined from.the range of possibilities 

by sets of random numbers. 
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Multigroup methods are the most commonly used for the solution 

of energy dependent reactor problems. 

In this methodi the angular dependence of neutron flux is rep

resented by an expansion; most commonly; in spherical harmonics. In 

case of axial symmetry of the angular flux distribution, the expans-? 

ion reduces to a sum of legendre polynomials, denoted by Pn(<
/t^ ) » 

wherex^is the direction cosine. Since the spherical harmonics (or 

Legendre polynmials) form a complete set, there is no approximation 

in the neutron flux representation. The approximation stems from 

the fact that in practice the expansion haa to be terminated after 

a finite number of terms. The so called P^ approximation is that 

in which the series is terminated after H + 1 terms* 

The next step in the solution is to define the energy groups 

by dividing the neutron range of interest into a finite number of 

intervals or groups and then integrating over the energy group to 

obtain the multigroup PJT equations. 

When the angular distribution of the neutron flux is represe

nted adequately by the first two terms of legendre polynomials; 

PQ (y^ ) and P, ( y«A ) ; the multigroup P^ approximation is obta-5 

ined whi®h according to certain assumptions are equivalent to mul-'-

tigroup diffusion theory^ ,&'. 

The second Glass of multigroup methods is known as the 

discrete ordinate© or discrete SJJ. ( or simply S^) method, ' ' In 
this method the neutron transport equation is solved inta set of 

directions only. Angular integrals are then approximated by sums *.. 

over discrete directions and angular derivatives by differences. 
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2. MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION THEORY APPROXIMATION 

It has been long reeogonized that the nultigroup diffusion 
theory appoximation to the transport equation givoa sufficient accu
racy for various reactor types. A steady state neutron chain reac
tor problem in the multigroup diffusion theory model is mathematica:-
lly equivalent to an eigen boundary value problem for the multigroup 
diffusion theory equations which forms a system of coupled olliptic 
partial differential equations of second order supplemented by 
Group dependent logarithmic boundary conditions. 

The solution of this oigen boundary value problem has been 
accomplished by applying various numerical techniques, most 
commonlyv ~xc-*.% 

a - nodal techniques, 
b - modal techniques, and 
c - finite difference techniques. 

The nodal methods including the finite element technique and 
nodal methods including various synthesis techniques may be 
combined among themselves and with the finite difference techniques 
and may finally result in computer time saving when large cores in 
two and three dimensional geometry are doalt with. 

a - Nodal Techniques 

In these Techniques the reactor is divided into a number of 
zones or meshes with volumes much larger than that of the finite di
fference -$e.tfhtoi-ques , Each of these zones,represented by a cpaco 
pointis.. assumed uniform flux and nuclear .Vroperties. Coupling 
among the zones ( or nodes) is evaluated in a way which is a 
compromise between accuracy and simplicity. Hodal techniques arc 
most commonly applied for solution of reactor kinetics problems. 
A well known example of the application of nodal techniques is 
FLARE computer codev % It is a three dimensional code written 
for boiling water reactors and allows a maximum of 14 by 14 by 12 
nodes. Another nodal technique is that proposed by AokiiShimizu 

(9) (10) 
called the Response Matrix Method, • The finiteV.element method* ' 
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r.viy be considered belonging to the category of coarse mesh technique 
rather than to thatof nodal techniques, The use of coarse meahes 
for the three dimensional two-group diffusion calculations has also 
boen suggested by Borresen* . 

b - . Uodal gechniquos 

In the JO tochniquos the flux is expanded in a set of orthogonal 

oigenfunctiono. Other acts may be considered for approximate 
(12) 

solutionsv . Example*) for the application of modal techniques 

are LOUISA computer programs^12 . COKDOir14",15^is two dimensional 

four group computer codo for neutron diffusion and depletion calcul

ations. In this code a coupling: of nodal and finite difference met-

• xc'.: is carried out to allow reasonably good criticality search 

.and. a rough flux shape calculation within a limited number of 

harmonics. Such a calculation is then followed by finite difference 

calculations with few number of iterations to get the good flux 

shape and the correct value of criticality. This coupling of the 

::iodal and of the finite difference methods results in a substantial 

computer time saving. 

The flux synthesis technique is a relatively new modal method . 

for which the theoretical foundation hae, not yet been complete^ XOJ' 
Jar details it can be referred to the work doa© by Meyer^ J-/', 

Wachapreso^18 " 2 0 \ Kaplan(21 ~ 23), ITakamurJ24 " 2 5 \ and 

others^2 ~31', UYJraRON^2'ia ar.example of the throe dimensional 

burnup prograiaG based on flux synthesis technique. Larsen^ 3 has 

discussed the accuracy of flux synthesis and how to select trial 

functions* 

c- Finite Difference Techniques 

These techniques are by far the most employed for one, two 

and three dimensional computer programs developed up to the present 

tirno., In the computer codes based on finite difference techniques, 

the convergence of the numerical solution of the resulting 
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diseretized equations is accelerated through, the use of various 

inner-outer iteration strategies and overrelaxation techniques^34i35; 

The most commonly known computer codes used for the solution of 

eritieality and buraup problems and based on the solution of neutron 

diffusion equations vdth finite difference techniques in one, two 

and three dimensions will be reviewed in the following three 

sections. 

3 - One Dimensional Diffusion ColUe Based On Finite Difference 
Techniques 

("36) 
Examples for one dimensional computer codes are WANDA^ ' 

WAHDA-i' "\ AIM-5^38\and FOG^39^ Each can be used for slab, cyl

indrical* or spherical geometry• In FOG and WANDA series of codes, 

a maximum of four groups is permitted and slowing down is permitted 

only from each group to the next lower group. AIM5 code is more 

flexible as the complete downscatter matrix is allowed as well «io up 

to 12 energy groups can bo specified (it is 18 energy group in .'.'.Jul 
AIM-6 code). CANDIE^°% and CIJCR^'are one dimensional diffusion 

depletion cedes based on WANDA spatial calculations. For more one 

dir'*Rsional diffusion codes, it can be referred to references(4:2") 

through ('46) 

4 - Two Dimensional Diffusion Cedes Based On Finite Difference 

Techniques 

Examples for two dimensional computer codeJt are CURE*47;. 

PDQ-2(48), PDQ-3(43), PDQ-4C50), and PDQ-5(51\ &• ©aiy significant 

mathematical difference between FDQtcedes is in the inner iteration 

techniques, Point, one line, two lines, and block overrelaxation 

metheds are us®d in respectively PDQ-2, PDQ-3i PDQ-4,?"and;PSQr5Cdptimi 

overtaxation factors for each group are determined in an auxiliary 

computer routine which proceeds the solution of the problem using a 

priori iteration scheme. PDQ eedes permit downscatter to only the 
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next lower group. la CURE cede, the inner iteration process is 

earried out using the alternating direction methodw ' The depletion 
of PDQ is called TURBO ^53*54^ and iB based on the approach, of isot-

(55") 
op®0 depletion calculations* adopted in CANDIEv,?py(a one dimensional, 

few group diffusion theory depletion code)* The depletion version 

of CURE is developed through the* combination of ̂ URB and BOX^56^ 

codes. 

EXTERMINATOR*57) and EXTERMIHAT0R-2(58) are mul*igroup codes 

that allow dewnseatter from any of up to 50 eroergy groups to any 

other groups. These two codes are improvement© over the slower few 

group diffusion cod© TVffiNTY GRAND (59)# ^ depxation version of 

EXTERMINATOR ©ode is the ASSAULT ©ede^ ' where the nuelide irradia

tion ehains are apoeified by the user. CRA1P ^'and PTD-2^ ' codes 

are developed especially for gasgraphite reactors. In CRAM ©ode, 

both one and two dimensional problems can be considered with up to 

erne hundred energy groups and neutrons are allowed to scatter from 

any group to another. In FTD-2 code, a one- or two-group two dime

nsional flux calculations followed by a heat transfer calculations 

ean be carried ©ut. Inner iterations i» FTD-2 ©ode are accelerated 

by using the extrapolation method with a constant extrapolation 

faetor determined experimentally. 

FUEICTC^ •* 4'is m two dimensional eeda based on the> modified 
two greup diffusion theory. It works for fuel eyole studies 

allowing for a maximum ef seven mesh points in any direction. Outer 

iterations in this ©ode are accelerated by Aitkeri s o process 

while the inhomegeneous flux equations are solved analytically with 

Crout reduetion method. This ©ode serves "well for survey-type cal

culations and study of different fual management schemes. 
(65) 

The eod# davalep&d by Gotov -"for natural uranium graphite 
moderated reaetor is a two-dimensional one-group diffusion eode fear 

depletion ealeulatiens in r-z eylindrieal eoordinates, It allows a 

maximum of 12 by 5 mesh points and treats the reflector-by the ©ne-

group reflect©- saving approximation. --"' 
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BQULPOISEv 'is a two-group two-dimensional computer 

node with a maximum of 625 mesh points. The inner iteration 

process in the code is accelerated "by the point overrelaxat— 

ion method with the extrapolation factor determined by an 

empirical formula. EQULPOISE-3^ is an improvement of 

EQULPOISE and allows for up to 2100 mesh points. 

Por more examples of two dimensional computer codes ba

sed on finite difference numerical techniques, it can be re

ferred to GAMBLE-5(68) and GAMTRI(69) (with 10 groups and 20000 

mesh points), the companion programs BUG-2 and BUGTRI^' ̂  
(with 60 groups and 20000 mesh points and including fuel de
letion routine^71^, ERBUS^72^(with 15 group and 10000 mesh 
points and including fuel depletion routine), and TWODB/P'-''' 
code with its depletion version DElr'4-'5-'. 

5« Three Dimensional Diffusion Codes Based on Finite Difference 

Techniques 

In the review of three dimensional diffusion codes based 

on finite difference numerical techniques, it can be referred 

to TEXT76' and TRIXY^77' codes, TKO code is used as a component 

part of the depletion code DRACO;78'. 

Among other three dimensional codes, there are WHIRLAWAYV{J' 
(with two groups and 12750 mesh points), TRITOlP80^ (with ten 

groups and 16000 mesh points and including fuel depletion rou

tine), and GATT^ '(for hexagonal geometry, 14 groups, and 

100O00 mesh points). 

6„ Some Locally Developed Reactor Criticality and Burnup 

Computer Codes 

As an example for the computer codes developed locally 
for reactor criticality and flux distribution calculations a 
multigroup multiregion one dimensional diffusion code was 
developed^i?/ 4 
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This eede, whieh applies for other slab, eyli&derieal oar spherioal 

geemetry uses the finite difference aumeoriesal ttedmique f©r 

solution of the problem. The resulting inhemogeous flux equations 

art solved l>y the :fac'tacizat"ix)iii method whereas the eenvergonee of -

sourer iterations aro aeeelerated "by using point everrelaxatlen . . 

methods with a constant oeeeleratiem faetor used as input. 

Another example is the one dimensional computer program 
r,tJAFCCv ' designed for survey-type fuel management ealeulatiens. 

It solves analytieally the one energy group neutron diffusion equ

ation for a multiregien infinite cylindrical remoter system with 

axial symmetry. Although this eode aUr^a for multiregion ooro 

ealeulatioms it onlŷ r applies for reaetor ©ores with .„- single 
i ' ' \ rl 

loading fuel enrichment. Irradiation dependent nuclear properties 

and fuel eompoeitios are introdueed as polynomials in the single n 

variable fluxtimo.. These polyenmials ar© generated by the, 

application of the point model burnup computer code "UABUC"^ *' 
on the assumption that muelear and composition iproper-tioi'.̂ re strongly 

dependent on f luxtinie and approximately independent on the time „ 

depeade&ee of neutro** flux. It can be referred to references, . 

andv yj for some of UABUO oode applications. ZJAFCC eede is used in 

the study of different atrategoms of ineore fuel management schemes 

inoludingo " I»-0u.t"»"0ut-In",aad "Batch." loading ssh&mso The .'•••."'.- * 

criteria ef comparison are the maximum turnup level, flux and power 

radial form factors, and average latere residence time. It can be 4 
arefe>rred to reference^ ''for the reeultis of this study. 

Kae oomputer eode "CAIRO" ̂  ' is a two dimensional multirogien • 
©MO group neutron diffusion eode for tritiealltyr and. flux calculate 

loss in axial and radial cylindrical coordinates using finite' diffo:-

**• renee numerical techniques. A nonuniform grid of horizontal and \ 

vertieal lines is allowed sueh that all internal surfaces, and. exte.- .. 

m a l boundaries lie exactly on mesh lines. The inner iteration. \-Q^ 
process, is carried, cut using point overrolaxatien method and outer « 
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iteration process ie solved by the power method accelerated by app

lication of extrapolation techniques. CAIRO eode has been used in 

the study of major numerical factors affecting convergence rates of 

iteration processes^ °'• 

The depletion version of CAIRO eonputer code ia aalled AM0H2^°/ 

and is baned on point model depletion ealulations adopted in 

AMOlr"1^computer code. AM0N2 code has been designed fer the purp

oses of determination of neutron flux and power distributions as 

functions of apace and burnup level as well as the study of poison .. 
ft 

management and different strategems of ineore fuel management. 

AM0W2 eode has been designed in a way that permits the user a virtual 

unlimited choice in carrying out the type ef calculations he needs. 

The usual power method used in outer iteration process is" accelerated 

by either a fixed extrapelation factor ©r a set of extrapolation : 

factors to be generated internally by the eodo using Chebyshev 

polynomials and updated automatically with progress of irradiation* 

The successive overrelaxation factor to be used in the acceleration 

of inner iteration process can be either given as input or calculated 

internally by the code* The output of AMr Irradiation dependent 

nuclear ai?d composition properties are used-as Inputs to AM0IT2 

code in the form of fitted polynomials of suitable degree in burnup, 

evaluated using a least square computer routine developed for 

this purpose and named " P0Id?IT" iy^J. This routine uses orthogonal 

polynomials and avoids the problems associated with direct methods 

of least squares* 
! Pox further examples of locally developed computer codes; 

related to lattice eell calculations, reaeter erlticality and 

burnup ealouations, and fuel management calculations; il? can be 

referred to the wort of M.Miohaiel and other colleagues (93)* 
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